Spotting Outliers in Large Distributed Datasets using Cell Density based Approach
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ABSTRACT

Outliers are abnormal instances or observations. Detecting data outliers is a very important concept in Knowledge data discovery. Outlier detection has been studied in the context of a large number of research areas like large distributed systems, data mining, wireless sensor networks(WSN), health monitoring, environmental science, statistics, etc., Density based (DB) outlier detection techniques are robust in detecting outliers. In many applications, too much voluminous distributed data is generating every day. Finding deviating observations in the large distributed database rather than in any individual database is not a simple task. Integrating distributed database cause two major problems. First, render massive data from different databases. In addition, data integration may cause violation of data security and leakage of sensitive information. In this work we propose cell density based mechanism for outlier detection (CDOD) in large distributed databases. A centralized detection paradigm is used; it allows overcoming the expensive data integration and information leakage. The experimental results show robustness for finding outliers in large number of databases, instances and attributes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Outlier detection is great significant research problem in data mining. This mainly aims to detect a specific number of data objects that are considerably dissimilar, exceptional and inconsistent with respect to the majority records in the input databases. Outliers arise due to machine level errors, changes in system behaviour, fraudulent behaviour, human errors, system faults, or simply through natural deviations in populations. Detection of potential outliers is important for identifying the errors and removes their contaminating effect on the dataset to make the data clean for processing. Outlier detection methods can be classified between univariate methods and multivariate method. Different approaches are devised based on different assumptions to detect outliers. The best way of detecting outliers in distributed databases is global versus local outlier detection approach. All data objects are considered as reference set in global approaches but the local approaches contains a (small) subset of data objects.

The general design of outlier detection technique contains the primary ingredients of nature of data, outlier detection technique, knowledge disciplines, application domains, finally outliers.
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to reduce the communication overhead among the sites.

Data partitioning is the answer to improve the performance of outlier detection and it fundamentally impacts the outlier detection techniques in outliers detecting process. There are two primary approaches horizontal partitioning and vertical partitioning in data partitioning of various distributed applications. Practically horizontal partitioning is the common type of data partitioning in many real-life applications which is mainly concentrated by the researcher. The host and process of horizontal partitioning different subsets of data have the same schema. The global database will form by the union of the database of all distributed sites. The above definition of global database can be proved in mathematical language, \( D = D_1 \cup D_2 \cup \cdots \cup D_t \). We also have the independent and identical distributed (IID) data at different sites.

The problem of detecting global outliers based on cell density in a distributed environment can be formally formulated as follows. Let consider the global database \( D \) that is horizontally partitioned into \( t \) parts (i.e., \( D = D_1 \cup D_2 \cup \cdots \cup D_t \)) each data subset residing at a distributed processing site, represented respectively by \( s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_t \). Map data into cell grid by taking equal interval.

If the cell count is high then finding global outliers will become expensive task. To reduce the complexity and make it inexpensive, again map all the cells into master grid according to cell density. Find the global data summary. Find the global dense master cells that are to be declaring as possible cells of global outliers called global master cell. A data point \( p \) in master global cell is detected and returned as one of the final top \( n \) global outliers (\( n \)) is a user specified parameter, if there does not exist more than \( (n - 1) \) other data points \( p_i \) in master global cell that satisfy that \( f(p) < f(p_i) (0 < i < n - 1) \). Here, \( f(.) \) denotes the outlier-ness score function that is used to quantitatively measure the strength or probability of \( p \) for being an outlier and may have different application-dependent definitions. When dealing with this problem, high numbers of data instances are processed in a simple manner. Data integration is expensive and is thus disallowed.

To reduce the complexity and make finding global outliers in distributed databases is expensive we propose a new system, called CDOD (short for Cell Density based Outlier Detection). In this paper, we present a work addressing the above challenges. Specifically, we make the following brief notes that show contributions of CDOD:

—CDOD is an effective global outlier detection method in distributed databases.
—Mapping data based on their densities reduces the complexity of outlier detection in distributed databases.
—It is devised in a centralized environment without sensitive information leakage.
—Experimental results show that the efficiency of CDOD in finding global outliers in terms of large number of attributes instances and distributed sites is outstanding.
—It is efficient and ideal to deal with massive distributed databases.

RoadMap The sections in this research paper are organized as follows: Section 2 will describe literature survey, section 3 provides proposed solution. Experimental results of conducted tests on selected databases are reported in section 4 followed by the conclusion in section 5.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Majority of outlier detection techniques are categorized based on the distribution-based methods, the distance-based methods, the density-based methods, and the clustering-based methods. These techniques are developed for analysing centralized database.

Distribution-based approach is a statistical approach that assumes distribution or probability model for the given dataset and identifies outliers with respect to the model using a discordance test. A discordance test is used to detect whether a given object is an outlier or not. Statistical techniques are the best use if the data contains significant outliers. In this case we may need to consider the use of robust statistical techniques for outlier detection. The concept of proximity of object is considered in distance based approaches[9] [10] [14]. An object is said to be an outlier if the nearest neighbors (NN) of the object are far away. So the proximity of object is significantly deviates from the proximity of most of the other objects in the same dataset. These outlier detection techniques have emerged as a scalable, viable, parameter-free alternative to the more traditional statistical approaches. In density-based methods[4] [8] [15] [19] [17] usually it is necessary to investigating not only the local density of the data being studied but also the local densities around its neighbors, which become more complex mechanism to model outlier-ness of data point. In an appropriate data representation, normal data is expected to cluster, and outliers are expected to be further away from the normal data. Clustering-based methods[11] [5] [12] [16] [20], an object is said to be outlier if it does not belongs to any cluster, there will be a large distance between object and its closest cluster, and it belongs to small and sparse cluster.

The above mentioned techniques are devised for centralized database analysis. They are failed to handle the distributed databases. Popular distributed database (DDB) definition is, it is a collection of multiple, logically interrelated databases distributed over a computer network. Recently a lot of research has focused on distributed database analysis, but still very limited, research work aiming to develop new outlier detection techniques exclusively for handling large distributed databases is discussed as follows. Fabrizio Angiulli, described a distributed approach which addressing the distance based outlier detection in very large data sets and named it as Distributed Solving Set[2] based on the outlier detection solving set. In this researcher considered, a subset \( S \) of the data set \( D \) as the outlier detection solving set that includes sufficient number of objects from \( D \). This makes top \( n \) outlier detection process easier by considering only the distances among the pairs in \( S \times D \). A novel object \( q \) is chosen to predict, if it is an outlier or not by comparing novel object \( q \) only with other objects in solving set \( S \) instead of considering all other objects in dataset \( D \). Subset \( S \) contains at least the top \( n \) outliers and simultaneously solves outlier detection test.

Yaling Pei, Osmar R. Zaiane, proposed a new approach the basic idea of this method is to rank the data points based on their relative degree of density with respect to a fixed set of reference points. So the proposed outlier detection[13] that uses the relative degree of density with respect to a fixed set of reference points to approximate the degree of density defined in terms of nearest neighbours of a data point. The researchers Muruganathan, AnkitaDube mainly focused on detecting outlying observations in large database to fond top \( n \) distance-based outlying objects in the database. The objects detected as outliers having weight not smaller than the \( n^{th} \) largest weight, where the weight of a data set objects computed as the sum of the distances from the object to its \( k \) nearest neighbours.
3. PROPOSED WORK

In this section, we present our proposed Cell Density based Outlier Detection approach, for detecting user requested top n global outliers from large distributed databases. This section mainly contains the following: step wise description, diagrammatic representation and pseudo code of CDOD.

3.1 Step Wise Description of CDOD

Step 1 Superimpose the data into cell grid (for distributed sites)

The incoming data is mapped into one appropriate cell in the grid; if the data falls into a cell that is not yet in the grid, then a new cell will be added into the grid. Index number will be changed. Density of the cell increased when a new data point is assigned to it. The major purpose of assigning data into grid structure is to obtain the density information of cells in the grid.

Step 2 Superimpose the cells in grid into master grid (for distributed sites) Superimpose the above created cells into master grid according to their densities. If the cell is falls into master cell that is already exist then mapping can be done otherwise a new master cell will be added into the master grid. The density of master cell increased when a new data is assigned to it. The major purpose of assigning cells into master grid structure is to obtain the density information of cells in all sites.

Step 3 Generating the global data summary (for mediator) After completion of above step each dataset is partitioned into grid to obtain the global data summary. Cell index and cell density information are first transmitted to the mediator. So this prevents the data security violation. The mediator aggregates the density information of each cell in all sites. The main purpose of mapping formed cells into master grid structure by considering the density information of each cell in all sites. The main purpose of mapping data into grid is it enables fast processing and takes less time to handle data in cell. Processing and accessing time mainly depends on the number of cell and quantized space. The density information is transmit to the mediator for finding global data summary. At mediator side, mediator calculates global average density of global database and densities of master cells in all sites for finding global dense master cell. The global dense master cell has the possible global outlying objects. Find the centroid of global dense master cell and transmit it to each distribute site. For each distribute site calculate the k_ODF (outlier degree factor) for each object in global populated master cells by finding the k-nearest centroids.

Step 4 Generating user requested top n local outliers (for distributed sites) In each local database, for each data object in master grid k_ODF is calculated. i.e.,

\[ k_{ODF}(p) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} Dist(p, centroid(C)) \]

Where, \( k \) is the nearest global dense cell to object \( p \), \( k_{ODF} \) is k-outlier degree factor which measures the strength of outlier-ness of each data point in each global populated cells. Sort the data objects according to their \( k_{ODF} \) values, generate and transmit top n local outliers to the mediator.

Sample Pseudo Code

1. Generate user requested n global outliers (mediator)

   Mediator generates the top n global outliers from collected top n local outliers by merging them and they are returned to the end user as requested top n global outliers.

   In this algorithm, it is clear that there is no communication between sites and users. User directly send request to the mediator. The mediator acts as intermediate node which finally generates the user requested top n global outliers.

3.2 Diagrammatic Representation of CDOD

Figure 3 shows the detection of user requested top n global outlying observations in a distributed environment. It mainly consists two parts. First one is for distributed sites; second one is for mediator. The main objective of CDOD is to find the global outliers without information leakage. All distributed sites must have the computation capability. In first step for each distributed site, map the data objects into a grid structure. When a new data object is assigned then change index number and density of cell and map the object into master grid structure by considering the density information of each cell in all sites. The main purpose of mapping data into grid is it enables fast processing and takes less time to handle data in cell. Processing and accessing time mainly depends on the number of cell and quantized space. The density information is transmit to the mediator for finding global data summary. At mediator side, mediator calculates global average density of global database and densities of master cells in all sites for finding global dense master cell. The global dense master cell has the possible global outlying objects. Find the centroid of global dense master cell and transmit it to each distribute site. For each distribute site calculate the k_ODF (outlier degree factor) for each object in global populated master cells by finding the k-nearest centroids.

Sort and transmit the k_ODF information along with corresponding data object to the mediator. At mediator side, generate top n global outliers by merging them. Return the top user requested n global outliers to the user.

3.3 Pseudo Code

Pseudo code given in Algorithm 1 clearly shown that what happens at the mediator side and the distributed sites side. In this each site and mediator have the computation capability. Lines 1-25 and 38-49 represents the code which is executed at distributors site. Lines 26-37 and 50-51 represents the code executed at mediator side.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate our proposed global outlier detection technique, both synthetic and real-life datasets are used. Experiments are performed on 20 PCs with 3.0 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM, which runs Windows 7 Ultimate OS to construct distributed environment initially. MATLAB R2013a is used to devise proposed algorithm. Our experiments focus on testing the scalability and effectiveness
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for CDOD

Input: Distributed databases $D_1, D_2, ..., D_t$ at distributed sites $S_1, S_2, ..., S_t$, respectively. Request for top 'n' global outliers.

Output: Top 'n' global outliers.

1: disp('top n data objects identified as outliers') {for distributor sites begin}
2: n=str2double(input('input n','s'))
3: for s=1:t do
4:   load data from site s
5:   for each data point $p \epsilon S_s$ do
6:     if cell already exists then
7:       map
8:     else
9:       create new cell and map
10:   end if
11:  density [cell_index]^s = density [cell_index]^s + 1
12: end for
13: for s=1:t do
14:   for s=1:t do
15:     for each [cell_index]^s in grid 's' do
16:       map
17:     end for
18:   end for
19:   global dense master cell = [] {for mediator begin}
20:   for s=1:t do
21:     for each populated master cell [master_cell_index] do
22:       density [master_cell] = $\sum$ density [master_cell]^s
23:   end for
24:   global avg density = $N/N_{populated\_master\_cell}$
25:   if density [master_cell] > global avg density then
26:     centroid (master_cell_index)^s = mean (master_cell_index)
27:     transmit centroid of master cell to each site s
28:   end if
29: end for {for mediator end}
30: for s=1:t do
31:   for each data $p \epsilon [master\_cell\_index]$ do
32:     temp = []
33:     for j=1:k do
34:       distance = dist (p, centroid ([master\_cell\_index]^s))
35:     end for
36:     k_ODF(p)=sum(temp)
37:   end for
38:   for s=1:t do
39:     for each data $p \epsilon [master\_cell\_index]$ do
40:       temp = []
41:       for j=1:k do
42:         distance = dist (p, centroid ([master\_cell\_index]^s))
43:       end for
44:       temp = [temp; distance]
45:       k_ODF(p)=sum(temp)
46:     end for
47:     k_ODF(p)=sort_fun(k_ODF(p))
48:     transmit top n outlier from the sorting list from s to the mediator
49: end for {for distributor sites end}
50: [finally mediator return top n outliers]
51: return the top n global outliers

of CDOD. To test on synthetic datasets, we deploy a data generator to produce datasets with a controlled number of outliers which consists large number of attributes and data instances. The KDD Cup99 network intrusion detection dataset from online free UCI Machine learning data repository is used as real-life dataset. In all cases the execution time and number of attributes, instances and distributed sites are recorded for testing efficiency and scalability. The following tables presents the data objects along with their
k_ODF values. At each distributed site side, each distributed site generates local outliers and transmits them to the mediator to generate global outliers. The results provided in Table 1 several attributes and their k_ODF values of each distributed site are displayed. To generate user requested top n global outliers merge all the received local outliers and generate top n global outliers. The Table 2 provides the results of generated top n global outliers. We measure the scalability of CDOD by taking large number of data instances and large number distributed sites. The number of data instances from site ranges from 500,000 to 50,00,000. The number of distributed sites ranging from 100 to 1000. Figure 4 and figure 5 show the scalability with respect to database size 2-D graph and ribbon graph respectively. Figure 6 and figure 7 show the scalability with respect to distribute sites 2-D graph and ribbon graph respectively. In the above mentioned four graphs it is clearly shown that the speed improvement while running CDOD.

5. CONCLUSION

In distributed environment, every data object in local database is requested every time when it is required in global outlier detection process. This may leads to data security violation problem. Centralized approaches in distributed data analysis, one dedicated site managing all, to generate global data summary is called mediator. Centralized approaches are not scalable and single point of failure. Proposed technique CDOD is applied to distributed datasets by increasing the number of attributes, data instances and number of distributed sites. The experimental results shows that proposed cell density based outlier detection in large distributed
environment for detecting user requested top n global outlier is effective and scalable.
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